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The editorial board of *The Jefferson Journal of Psychiatry—A Resident Publication* is pleased to announce the winner of the first annual Mead Johnson Award for excellence in writing as submitted to the *Journal*. Paul V. Trad, M.D. has received the one thousand dollar award for his work, "Infant Depression: Nature Seeking Nurture" (*JJP* 5(1) 15–33, 1987). His ambitious synthesis exemplifies the creative potential within residency and fellowship programs. We hope that this further acknowledgement of Dr. Trad’s work will help to inspire other trainees to undertake such an effort.

The Mead Johnson Award has been established to honor the best paper submitted to the Journal during each calendar year, as judged by the editorial board. An award of one thousand dollars is given to the chosen author, with an additional one thousand dollars to be given to the residency program or fellowship in which the author is enrolled. Manuscripts on any topic are welcome from psychiatric trainees, as detailed in the Information for Contributors section.